
Social Superstar Spotlight 

Ridekick “Dollars for Demos” 

“It’s hard work; it’s being smart; and it’s good luck.” Dee 

Wanger, Co-owner and Director of Culture Development 

and Marketing at Ridekick International, divulges her 

experience in developing a start-up organization in Fort 

Collins. Founded in 2009 by Mark Wanger, Ken Schrader 

and Dee Wanger, Ridekick International debuted its 

innovative brainchild, the Ridekick electric-powered bike 

trailer, in 2011 with hopes of providing “an affordable, 

quality, fun, and ‘green’ alternative to our dependency on 

gasoline-powered transportation for short trips.” 

 

Ridekick has embedded itself in the Fort Collins community through employee engagement, as evident 

through its Social Superstar initiatives. For instance, what started with a Bike to Work Day pledge quickly 

transformed into a large-scale community philanthropic effort that Ridekick has coined Dollars for Demos. 

The initiative pledges to donate one dollar per test ride taken to select non-profits. 

 

This means that RideKick provides a product that promotes a healthy environment and 

lifestyle and donates dollars to important community-based initiatives. Dee explains how Dollars for 

Demos embodies Ridekick’s “triple win” mentality; the test rider has a new experience with an innovative 

product, Ridekick reaches more potential customers, and dollars are being pumped back in to the 

community through a non-profit’s good work. Ridekick’s employees are almost always willing to abandon 

their behind-the-scenes posts to work the Dollars for Demos events; participating is fun and exciting. 

 

Best of all, Ridekick is just getting started! They participated in several large events in 2013 including 

Interbike in Las Vegas, NV and EUROBIKE in Friedrichshafen, Germany. Next year Ridekick will roll out its 

new line of power trailers, including a “Precious Cargo” trailer for children and pets, and a “Non-precious 

Cargo” trailer for groceries, touring, large-item work materials, sports equipment, musical instruments or 

anything else. 

 

“Being part of a start-up organization is a full spectrum experience. What makes it exciting is the 

unpredictability of it; and what makes it overwhelming is the unpredictability of it,” Dee exclaims with a 

grin. 

 

http://www.ridekick.com/

